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1.  Licensee Name:

TUV Rheinland Industrial Solutions, Inc.
2.  Docket Number(s):

030-38685
3.  License Number(s)

37-32340-02

4.  Report Number(s):

2021-001
5.  Date(s) of Inspection:

June 2, 2021; in-office review through June 9
6.  Inspector(s):

Ryan Craffey
7.  Program Code(s):

03320
8.  Priority:

1
9.  Inspection Guidance Used:

87121

10.  Licensee Contact Name(s):

Chris Dugan - RSO

11.  Licensee E-mail Address:

cdugan@us.tuv.com

12.  Licensee Telephone Number(s):

724-512-7035

13.  Inspection Type: Initial

Routine✔ Announced✔

Non-Routine Unannounced Temporary Job Site

Field Office ✔Main Office✔

14.  Locations Inspected:

Remote 

15.  Next Inspection Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

06/02/2022 Normal✔

Reduced

Extended

No change

16.  Scope and Observations:

 
This was an announced routine inspection of an industrial services company authorized to store radioactive material 
for radiographic operations at field offices in Caledonia and Sanford, Michigan, and at temporary job sites in NRC 
jurisdiction.  At the time of the inspection, one crew was routinely dispatched from the Sanford office to job sites 
throughout central Michigan.  The Sanford operations manager (himself a radiographer) and a second assistant 
supplemented the crew when needed.  The licensee possessed radiographic exposure devices at both locations in 
Michigan; however the devices in Caledonia were not in use, as the manufacturer had allowed their Type B 
Certificate of Compliance to expire.  The licensee planned to store these devices in Caledonia for decay until such 
time that the material they contained could be shipped in a Type A package.  The licensee's RSO was based in 
Aliquippa, Pennsylvania, and visited both Michigan offices periodically. 
 
The inspector toured the facility in Sanford in-person and the Caledonia facility remotely via video teleconference.  
All areas were adequately posted, and all material adequately secured.  Independent surveys of equipment storage 
areas found no exposures in unrestricted areas in excess of regulatory limits to members of the public.  The 
inspector observed a source exchange and annual maintenance for one of the licensee's radiographic exposure 
devices, as well as implementation of measures for safe transport of licensed material.  No radiographic operations 
were ongoing or planned that week.  The inspector also evaluated other radiographic equipment and radiation 
instrumentation kept in Sanford.  The inspector interviewed the licensee's RSO and Sanford operations manager to 
discuss the implementation and oversight of the radiation safety program, and reviewed a selection of records 
including program audits, personnel dosimetry reports, radiographer job performance inspections physical 
inventories, sealed source and camera DU leak test results, utilization logs, survey meter calibration records, and 
documentation of radiation safety refresher training. 
 
During a review of records for radiographer job performance inspections, the inspector noted a licensee-identified 
violation of 10 CFR 34.43(e)(1) for failure to complete inspections of both radiographers and one of two assistants in 
Sanford at intervals not to exceed six months.  These individuals were last inspected on November 5, 2020, and 
continued to perform radiographic operations beyond the six-month date.  The licensee's RSO identified this as he 
was preparing for his audit of the Sanford facility, which he performed while on-site for the NRC inspection.  The 
RSO completed a job performance inspection of the operations manager on June 2, and designated the operations 
manager to complete job performance inspections of the other two individuals; these were completed on June 4.  
The NRC characterized this as a SLIV violation; therefore it met the criteria to be considered an NCV.  
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During a review of personnel dosimetry reports, the inspector also noted a licensee-identified violation of 10 CFR 
34.47(a)(3) for the failure to evaluate eleven of the operations manager's monthly personnel dosimeters from 2020.  
The licensee's dosimetry provider incorrectly assumed they were unused, because the operations manager did not 
know to break the top and bottom plastic tabs off before returning them.  The RSO had already discussed this with 
the manager, and after the routine inspection committed to add up the manager's direct reading dosimeter results 
from utilization logs and request that the dosimetry provider add this total to the manager's dose of record.  On June 
8, the RSO forwarded the inspector his email to the dosimetry provider, requesting that 114 millirem DDE be added.  
The NRC characterized this as a SLIV violation; therefore it met the criteria to be considered an NCV. 
 
No violations of NRC requirements were identified by the inspector as a result of this inspection.  The inspector held 
a final exit meeting via telephone with the RSO on June 17.


